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In doing research for our current

by its entertainment value rather

least read, there is no greater

series in Romans, I came across my

than its adoration of God; subjective

challenge than forging a biblical

notes from a seminar entitled “Christ

emotion having replaced objective

faith into the life of those who

and Culture,” attended twenty-one

substance.

verbally express a desire to be

years ago at Baylor University’s

disciples of Jesus. At the same time,

George W. Truett Seminary. Whether

This thought is captured well by

there is nothing easier than to

it was an exposition of timeless truth,

Doniger, a character in Michael

compromise that task and, instead,

a forth-telling of prophetic accuracy,

Crichton’s book, Timeline. Doniger

seek only to accommodate those

or both, the topic of discussion

stated, “Today, everybody expects

satisfied with a consumer religion.

highlighted the role of the church

to be entertained. Everyone must

In perilous times such as these, I

in a pluralistic, postmodern culture

be amused. If not, they will switch

hope we never take for granted the

seduced by shallow sentimentalism

brands,

switch

ministry team assembled here; their

and superficial spirituality. In such

parties, switch loyalties. This is the

commitment to the Lord, devotion to

a context as this, the struggle faced

intellectual reality of Western society

the calling of God, and passion for

by the church is how do we engage

at the end of the century (and no

seeing a transformational, cultural-

the culture without allowing the

less so in the third decade of the

impacting biblical discipleship being

culture to set our agenda and, thus,

21st century). In other centuries,

accomplished in the lives of those

compromise the distinctive identity

human beings wanted to be saved,

they serve.

that is to be ours.

or improved, freed, or educated.

switch

channels,

But in our century, they want to be
Essayist David F. Wells observes

entertained. The great fear is not of

several

disease or death, but of boredom.”

warning

compromised

signs

church:

of

a

intellectual

and theological integrity gives way to

The conflict of Christ and culture is

emotion and “experience;” intuition

not lost on those called to lead, train,

and feelings become a substitute

and disciple God’s people. As such,

for biblical truth; our appetite for

I’m grateful for our long-tenured

the word of God is replaced by

ministry team here at First Lubbock,

light discourses and entertainment;

a group of individuals not bored with

thus, the church designs programs

biblical truth; that are unwavering

for customers rather than sinners;

in their commitment to theological

caring more about the number

integrity. Like those from the tribe of

of consumers attending than the

Issachar, they understand the times

number of disciples being made.

in which they live and know what
God’s people should do (1 Chronicles

Monte E. Wilson, Director of Global

12:32).

Impact, sees another manifestation
of the compromised church—the

In a society where the best-selling

estimation of worship is determined

book in human history is also the
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In high school, I was privileged to be around some great musicians (vocalists and instrumentalists) who were pretty
close to my age. As a sophomore, four of us guys got together and sang a couple of times as a gospel quartet. We
called ourselves, “Moses and the Flames.” The idea came from the fact that one of our singers, Clint Hildebrand, was
a senior and had an enormously thick full beard—he was “Moses.”
Then, as a junior in high school, the group morphed and as it did, we became the Holmes Creek Boys, named after the
creek near our hometown where we spent many afternoons after working in the sod farm with Mr. Tindel, splashing,
diving, and using the infamous rope swing. We went all out with this group. We had a drummer, a pianist, three
guitarists, and a quartet of singers. Each of the singers played high school football together (actually, in the long run,
we were better singers than athletes, and that’s not saying a whole lot).
One night we were asked to sing in my home church (First Baptist of Graceville). I was super amped up about it, so
much so that as I began to introduce one of the songs we were singing, I lost my theological and biblical moorings.
It was as if the waves of excitement overwhelmed me as I was tied to the “biblical” dock and was swept away by the
blowing wind of joyful exuberance, out into the sea of “unbiblical untruth.” Now that I have you thinking the worst,
here is what happened:
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As

I

began

talking

about

the

embarrassment. And, though it was

season

upcoming song entitled, “Try a Little

not the lady’s intention, it certainly

opportunities for: growth-personally

Kindness,” (Glen Campbell). I said

was a defining moment…maybe one

and collectively; outreach to our

something like, “we are about to

of the most embarrassing moments

friends, neighbors and colleagues;

sing this song about being kind and

I had had (many more since then,

more and more occasions to be on

even though the Bible doesn’t say

trust me). Thankfully, the little old

mission where our feet are, may we

anything about that, it’s still a good

lady, hugged me closely, gave me a

be known as people who have been

idea to be kind…”

very kind smile, and sweetly turned

so impacted by the loving kindness

and walked away.

we experience from Jesus that we

I knew better! I had memorized “Be

of

ministry,

filled

with

can’t help but exude that same

ye kind, one to another…” from the

I left that event with three things:

kindness—to everyone—those we

old King James Version as a young

1) always be certain you are telling

like and those we don’t like. May

boy. I KNEW that verse. I just, as I

the truth (but especially when you

we be “accused” of being a fully

said, lost my moorings; in the heat

are talking about the Bible).

devoted, passionate, all-or-nothing

of the moment, I choked! And, given

Christ-follower…a bona fide, dyed-

the fact that I was in a church that

2) carefully think through what you

in the wool, fruit-bearing, light in

was highly attended by many of the

will say in public so that IF/WHEN

the darkness that lovingly, and with

students from the bible college just

your emotions begin to choke out

much kindness, points people to

down the street, AND many of the

reason, you can turn to that which

Jesus – with everything we do, think

folks who were in attendance were

you have prepared, saving yourself a

and say, 168 hours each week!

people who had taught me in Sunday

great deal of embarrassment.

School throughout my 18 years on
the earth, it was a given that some of

3) Be thankful to God for sweet,

those folks noticed what I said and

godly little old ladies who are willing

took exception to it.

to lovingly tell you the truth without
slapping you across the face with it.

One lady, in particular, approached
me after the service, and with her

And now that I think about it, she

Bible open to the book of Ephesians,

acted out the message of the

asked me to repeat the words of the

song, which was based on the

song about kindness. I began reciting

scripture verse—she was kind and

them “You’ve got to try a little

compassionate. She was willing to

kindness, yes, show a little kindness.

try a little kindness. And now, these

Just shine your light for everyone to

many years later, a once-young man,

see…” Without a sound, she turned

now gray and much slower, sits in

her Bible around to face me, pointed

humble reflection and gratitude for

her crooked finger at Ephesians 4.32,

that act of kindness.

and asked that I read aloud the verse.
I felt the blood rush to my face in

As we embark on a brand new
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SHIFTING SEASONS
few months. However, we are quickly nearing a shift
in routine with the fall approaching!

During these

transitions there is a temptation to mourn the loss of
a season, rather than anticipate the arrival of a new
one. I want to challenge you to look forward to the fall
semester.
Here are some things to anticipate this fall:
- Our Adult Bible Study Groups will begin a study on
prayer on Sunday mornings.
- Promotion Sunday is August 14th and parents of all
kids (birth-12th grade) are encouraged to come meet
their child’s Bible Study Leader!
- Midweek studies for adults (along with full programing
for kids and youth) will begin after Labor Day.
Seasons are an inescapable part of our lives. We’re

- Great events specifically for families, men, women, and

bound by work schedules, school calendars, and the

age-specific groups!

very movement of our universe! I hope this summer has
provided opportunity for you to enjoy some season-

Be sure to follow our social media pages and website to

specific things: a change of pace with time away, firing

see more opportunities and information in days ahead.

up the grill, cheering for your favorite player on a little

Also, please let us know if you’d like to be added to our

league team, or just enjoying the sun-filled days!

weekly church emails! To sign up to receive those, please
email brenda@firstlubbock.org.

Our church calendar is no stranger to the seasonal
phenomenon. We have had an incredible summer filled
with big events for our young people. We participated
in the spiritual growth of elementary kids through Cool
Kids Camp and Preteen Camp. Our middle and high
school students learned, served, and worshiped through
their two big trips: a mission endeavor to Arlington and
youth camp. Our adult bible study classes have varied
their schedules, taking turns serving in our Kids ministry
on Sunday mornings and utilizing Wednesday nights to
serve meals at Lubbock Impact.

JUSTIN HAMBY
ASSOCIATE PASTOR FOR
YOUNG ADULTS & FAMILIES

I could share on and on about all the great things God
has done in and through our church over the past
7
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THE REVOLVING DOOR OF MINISTRY
College ministry sometimes feels like

the quote or quoting someone else.

The quote I mentioned earlier was

a revolving door. Students come to

But, that truth has kept me sane for

given to pastors to encourage them,

us as 18-year-olds, wide-eyed and

the past 15 years of ministry. My job

but I would like to encourage all

bushy-tailed; ready to conquer the

is not to bring anything to fruition in

who read this that it is true in your

world and too naïve to realize how

the lives of young people, but simply

personal relationships as well. Serve

improbable that is. Then we start

to remain faithful in serving them as

your neighbors, help those around

to form relationships with them

long as I’m allowed. Each day that

you, and watch God begin to change

and they leave for summer break.

I have the opportunity, I am called

lives. Trust that even if you don’t get

That’s when the truly crazy part

to love students and serve them

to hear the “song” in its fullness,

happens.

obediently as exampled in the life of

God is still using you to produce a

Jesus.

harvest. That’s what we mean when

Unexplainable

through

the laws of space and time, they
come back from summer break,

we challenge you to “Be on Mission

mature into leaders, and the next

This understanding is what drives

day they graduate and take a job in

our college ministry. Every event

a metroplex far, far away. At times

we do from BBQing Bevo, to Fall

this can be disconcerting and even a

Retreat, to our Spring Break Mission

little discouraging.

Trip, we attempt to connect students

Where Your Feet Are.”

with one another and with God.
When these feelings begin to seep in,

When that is our singular focus, we

I remind myself of a truth I heard at a

occasionally get to see the harvest,

conference a few years ago. “Ministry

but more often we simply plant

is writing a song you may never hear

seeds, water them, and tend to their

played.” I can’t remember who the

needs trusting that God will produce

speaker was; I can’t even remember

the harvest in His time.

if they were the original author of

EVAN HENSON
ASSOCIATE PASTOR FOR
UNIVERSITY LIFE
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A WHIRLWIND SUMMER

Summer 2022 has been a whirlwind

they can dive into their own personal

time to get to know your student’s

of fun, serving others, and growing in

relationship with Jesus without the

leaders and let them know how they

our faith. In June, our youth faithfully

distractions of home. We saw lives

can best reach your student. The

served the Kids’s Ministry Cool Kids

given to Christ, students confessing

relationships students form with

Camp by working as leaders for our

their troubles and fears, but also a

church members outside of their

young kids as well as being helpers

unity amongst our group that was

household can impact their lives by

to the adults leading the classrooms.

encouraging and helpful. For the

giving them stability and strength

Having one day of rest at the end of

rest of July and into August we will

as they step out into the world.

the week, we hopped on a bus bound

be having Sunday Night Dive’s (every

Our youth team is excited for the

for Arlington, Texas to serve Mission

Sunday) at a youth leader or youth

upcoming year and the opportunities

Arlington for our 168 mission trip.

family’s home where the students

to form those relationships with your

Our students gained precious skills

have the opportunity to build off that

students.

and memories as they served a

unity at camp and really connect in

small church that was forced to

fellowship. Similarly, every Tuesday

meet outside due to the safety of

until school starts, we will continue

the flooring in the worship room.

with our Tuesday Night Rec events

Our hardworking students and adult

throughout the city of Lubbock at a

leaders made this church building

different park each week.

whole

again

through

countless

sweaty hours in the heat of Arlington.

August 14th is Promotion Sunday
which

means

you

have

the

July 11-15, we took our students to

opportunity to meet our leaders as

Estes Park, CO for youth camp to

well as tour the youth room in the

participate in worship with other

basement and see what classroom

students across the United States so

your student will be in. This is a great

9
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SERVE
This summer has been very frutiful
for the Global Initiatives Ministry. At
the end of May Dupre Elementary
made the difficult decision to close
their doors and in doing so, ended
a

thirteen

year-long

partnership

with our church. With that closing,
we currently find ourselves in a
period of transition. I am sad to see
our ministry at Dupre end, but I am
extremely excited to announce that
a new opportunity has opened up
at Brown Elementary. Brown is the
obvious choice to continue a school
partnership because many of the
children who previously attended
Dupre will be headed to Brown in
the fall. So, while the location may
look different, we are excited that
many of the relationships that we
have built will remain the same. Be
on the lookout for opportunities to
join us in our partnership with Brown
Elementary this fall!
In July, I had the opportunity to take
a trip to Mexico City where I visited
two special locations. The first was
an orphanage called Casa Hogar.
This orphanage is unique because
it is not exclusively for children.
Instead it caters to the needs of 150
adults and children, many of whom
have special needs. Without the
help of Casa Hogar, these residents

Jerry with a resident of casa hogar
as Americans have an opportunity to

demolished two houses that were

help them to provide for their church

beyond repair opening up two lots

members. What I discovered on this

for new construction builds. We have

visit is that we have an opportunity

two other lots that one day we will

to come along side this church who is

have newly constructed homes for

engaged in their community meeting

families to utilize. We also have five

the needs of over 250 homeless

additional homes, and have started

individuals.

the renovations on one of the homes.

I am in the process of doing more

This housing ministry will allow us to

research and putting together a

meet some serious physical needs

mission opportunity for 2023 and I

of the people in our community.

am excited as we go to Mexico City

Continue to the next page to learn

to serve the “least of these.” Stay

more

tuned for more information about

forward and how our non-profit,

this upcoming mission trip.

Serve Lubbock, continues our mission

about

our

plans

to love our neighbors.

would have no other place to live.
The second place that I visited was

In addition, we continue to pave the

Maranatha Baptist Church.

Many

way to be on mission right down

times, we think of churches in foreign

our street as our housing ministry

countries as mission fields where we

makes great progress! In May we

10
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WHAT IS SERVE LUBBOCK?
Serve Lubbock is a non-profit that works hand in hand with First Lubbock in our mission efforts here in our community.
Below are just a few ways that Serve Lubbock is actively serving the community:

HOUSING
Serve Lubbock will remodel or completely rebuild homes with the strict purpose of renting to families who
have been unable to secure a home due to poor credit or no credit.

COMMUNITY DEVLOPMENT
Beyond simply providing homes, Serve Lubbock wants to be actively envolved in the redevelopment of the
neighborhood around First Lubbock.

EQUIPPING
In a collaborative effort with other non-profits, Serve Lubbock will provide education resources to the
families engaged in our housing ministries.

APARTMENT MINISTRY
Working with apartment complexes in our community to provide engagement opportunities for the
residents of the apartment complexes. This will be done primarily through engaging children who live at
the apartment complexes through games, snacks and Bible stories with the goal of planting the seeds of
the gospel within the lives of children and their families.

WHAT IS THE GLOBAL MISSIONS OFFERING?
The Global Missions Offering (GMO) is First Lubbock’s annual missions offering that funds several of our church’s
local, state, regional, and international mission opportunities. These opportunities include Kids Hope USA, Youth and
College mission trips, the Weekend Snack Bag Ministry, our homeless ministry with Grace Campus, St. Benedict’s
Chapel, Lubbock Impact, Word of Hope, and so much more. This year our GMO budget goal is $182,450.
If you have any questions about any of these ministries, want to learn more about the Globla Missions Offering, or
want to learn more about Serve Lubbock, please contact me at 806-747-8153.

JERRY RAMIREZ
MINISTER OF GLOBAL INITIATIVES
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GRACE SO AMAZING
There are many scriptures, hymns and

our 55+ ministry. If you see me smiling I hope

spiritual songs about grace. One of my

you realize how blessed I am to be serving

favorite songs, written by Gene Bartlett, is

the Lord with all of you! And because I’m

Grace So Amazing. The first verse and chorus

so excited I wanted to give you some quick

are; “Grace so amazing is with me each day,

updates for the fall.

For His great love I can never repay, Grace
all sufficient though sinful I’ve been, God

Firstly, thanks to a generous donation, any

loved me so much in spite of my sin. Grace

person 55 and over who goes bowling with

so amazing, Grace undeserved, I’ll ever praise

us this fall will recive a free bowling shirt

Him and joyfully serve. Grace so amazing

complete with the First Lubbock logo and

and love so divine makes life worth living

your name! Secondly, mark your calendars

and brings joy sublime.” I met Gene Bartlett

for Ocotber 9-15 because we’re taking a

a few times when he was the State Music

fall trip that will take us “From the Arch to

Secretary of Oklahoma. Camp Falls Creek is a

the Ark” We’ll get to see parts of Missouri,

huge Christian camp in Oklahoma. Gene was

Indiana, and Kentucky. Expect to recieve

asked to write a song about Grace for the

more information on this great trip very soon!

camp in 1964 and this is the song he wrote.
I have sung it as solo and with choirs for
years and the words just stick in my mind and
heart. I wanted you to enjoy perhaps a new
way of praising God for his amazing grace.
I am asked fairly often how I am enjoying
my position on the church staff. It is difficult
to find the best adjectives to describe my
excitement about what God is doing through

TIM THORNTON
ASSOCIATE PASTOR OF
PASTORAL CARE & GENERATIONS
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A CATTLEPROD AND FAITH
Shamgar – a name I wasn’t really

people, secure the perfect job or

familiar with until recently.

He

acquire an amazing skill set. It’s

was the third Judge of Israel.

not unusual that many of us want

Judges 3:31, one verse, sums up

to do great things, make our

an extraordinary feat performed

mark, or be a part of something

by an ordinary man, Shamgar.

important.

He was a farmer up against an

reminds us that it is not difficult,

organized army of 600 Philistines.

we just have to be willing and

All that Shamgar had was an

obedient to God’s plan. You see,

oxgoad (a cattle prod). With that

God is not limited by what is in

oxgoad, Shamgar defeated the

our hand nor do we need to build

army and saved Israel. God used

an exceptional resume in order to

one man with a simple weapon to

be used by Him in mighty ways.

change the lives of many.

God can and will use you where

What a lesson in faith for all of us!

you are, with what you have, as

We can spend all our life trying to

long as it includes a willingness to

align ourselves with just the right

be obedient and serve Him.

Shamgar’s

story

TERESA PORTER
KIDS MINISTRY DIRECTOR

UPCOMING EVENTS FOR THE KIDS MINISTRY
SEPTEMBER 7
SEPTEMBER 18
SEPTEMBER 30
OCTOBER 2
OCTOBER 8
OCTOBER 12
OCTOBER 16
OCTOBER 23
OCTOBER 28
NOVEMBER 12
DECEMBER 2
DECEMBER 11

MIDWEEK KICKOFF
PRETEEN PLUGGED-IN
KIDS NIGHT OUT
FAMILY MINISTRY BLOCK PARTY
FAMILY MINISTRY @ CORN MAZE
FAMILY DEDICATION CLASS
PRETEEN PLUGGED-IN
FAMILY DEDICATION SERVICE
KIDS NIGHT OUT
PRETEEN PLUGGED-IN
KIDS NIGHT OUT
PRETEEN PLUGGED-IN
13
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JONNY HUGHES
WORSHIP & ARTS
ASSOCIATE

When it comes to the Connect, I often

the benefit of the body as a whole. In

choose to write about upcoming songs

the case of Christ’s Body, to the glory

we will be singing together in our 11:00

of His name.

worship gatherings. I do this because
I believe songs serve the church by

In a world splintered and shattered by

uniting every single unique voice in our

every divisive line it can use to rip us

worship gathering, declaring His Good

apart Paul reminds us in his letter to

News together. Imagine it: different

the Ephesians to “make every effort

cultures,

to keep yourselves united in the Spirit,

different

life

experiences,

different political ideologies, different

binding

yourselves

together

with

skills, different family dynamics ALL

peace. For there is one body and one

united because of the blood of Jesus

Spirit, just as you have been called to

Christ.

one glorious hope for the future. There
is one Lord, one faith, one baptism,

You know, the best choirs sound like

one God and Father of all, who is over

one voice. You can hardly pick out

all, in all, and living through all.” How

the basses from the sopranos or

easy it is to fracture ourselves based off

the altos from the tenors, and you

of what makes us different. This is why

certainly can’t distinguish one tenor

we must be resolved in our efforts to

voice from another. No voice is more

cement ourselves in what we share: the

important than another, but each voice

Savior for all mankind who is, Himself,

contributes to the choir. Paul liked to

united with the Father and the Spirit.

use the human body to illustrate this
lesson. The eyes are no more important

So, I’m over the moon about a new

than the ears are no more important

song we’ll soon begin to prayerfully

than the toes are no more important

sing together in our 11:00 worship

than the liver is no more important

gatherings asking Him to root and

than the… well, on and on it goes, each

ground us firmly in His love and to bind

member working together in unity for

us by His peace. Here are the lyrics:
14
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One Father God,
Creator of all things
One righteous Son,
who wore our suffering
One Comforter,
the Spirit testifies of what He’s done
One Father God,
deserving of all praise
One righteous Son,
who died and then was raised
One Comforter,
the Spirit testifies of who we are
A Holy Kingdom, Nation of priests,
Your chosen people, binded by peace
Your love in action, servants to all,
looking to Jesus, may we be called
One Church, one bride, one tribe
united by
Your life, Your love, your blood,
God, make us one
15
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IF YOU BUILD IT...

BEFORE
In the 1989 movie, Field of Dreams,

The church is constantly striving to

a church–wide service opportunity.

Ray Kinsella (Kevin Costner), was

maintain our property and grounds

Utilizing volunteers would absorb the

encouraged by supernatural voice to

in looking their best.

We also

labor portion of the cost. We put a

build a baseball field in the middle of

constantly strive to be good stewards

plan together, started searching for

his Iowa cornfield. The voice would

of your storehouse tithe.

It’s a

affordable bulk fencing and looking

say “If you build it, they will come.”

delicate balance and sometimes a

at calendar dates. We set two dates,

This may be a good model for a

challenge. Timing is everything.

May 21st and June 4th. Spring is a

fictional movie or a chain restaurant

busy time for families and we wanted

in Lubbock, but it’s not a good

The cost and the challenge were real.

to include as many church members/

stewardship model for churches.

The fence runs east and west on the

family’s as we could. The more the

However, if you change the phrase

south end of the parking lot due east

merrier.

up a little, “they will come and

of the Activities Building. It’s 587

build it”, it worked out for a good

feet long, broken up into 35 sections

Scott Moore, Director of Facilities,

stewardship and service opportunity

divided

Each

found a fencing company that was

for our church.

section is a little over 16 feet. There

wanting to unload some 4” fence

are 108 post brackets, 201 rails,

pickets and gave us a deal we could

There was a need to replace the

70 frames, and 1260 fence pickets.

not turn down. Jerry, Justin and

wooden fence that borders our

Plus, the old fence was still standing.

Tim started getting the word out

southeast

parking

lot

from

by

brick

columns.

the

We had to tear it down, maintain the

for volunteers and Jerry also put

alley. We had done all the patching

brick columns and move a lot of dirt

together a team to make sure we

and mending that the fence could

that had built up on the south side of

had plenty of water, breakfast and

handle.

the fence.

lunch on site.

labor and anything involved with the

In early Spring, we had the idea to

The plan was to gather on the first

project had become very expensive.

make the new fence project into

Saturday, tear the fence down and

When we started looking

at the options, fencing materials,

16
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build back as much as we could and

On Saturday, May 21st, we had 36

It was truly a great day. Our church

meet again on the second Saturday

people show up and were blessed

came

to finish the project.

with perfect weather. All the Sunday

with materials purchased from the

School age groups were represented,

storehouse tithe, they used their

Our youth missions’ team, preparing

from ages nine to 83, and several of

time, talents, tools and hard work

for 168, were working on different

our staff. We had all the material on

to get the job done and it was a job

weekend projects as they were

site, cutting stations were set up,

done well. We also had a good time.

gearing

mission

and different teams were assembled

I’m looking forward to future projects

opportunity in June. They happened

to work on the various stages of the

where we can all get together again.

to have an hour and a half on Sunday,

fence.

Maybe we’ll see you there!

up

for

their

together

to

serve.

Along

May 15th. They “volunteered” to tear
down the old fence. They showed up

As one area was finished, that team

Sunday afternoon and systematically

would start on another area. Jerry

attacked that fence like locusts in a

had breakfast and lunch provided for

biblical plague and in an hour and

us and by the time lunch time came,

a half, they had the fence down,

we had installed all the rails, frames

loaded into a roll off dumpster and

and everyone was busy putting

the area cleaned up.

up pickets.

That was a

At 4:00 o’clock that

huge help in allowing us to start our

afternoon, when we were scheduled

day off building new fence. We also

to stop, we were completely finished.

had a member of the church donate

The fence was built, the area was

a skid steer so we could accomplish

cleaned up, all the materials and

the dirt work we needed to do before

tools were stored, and it looked

the building could begin.

great.

AFTER
17

DEAN JOHNSON
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR

LOOKING AHEAD
AUGUST

5
14
16
21
23

SEGWAY RETREAT
PROMOTION SUNDAY
55+ GAMEDAY
KICKOFF SUNDAY
TEXAS TECH FIRST DAY

24 55+ BOWLING
25 FIRST MOSAIC
28 COMMUNION WITH ICE 		
CREAM & WATERMELON
29 55+ TRIVIA

SEPTEMBER

5

OFFICES CLOSED FOR 		
LABOR DAY
7 MIDWEEK LAUNCH
9 55+ AT THE PLANETARIUM
20 55+ GAMEDAY

23 COLLEGE MINISTRY BBQ
BEVO
25 COMMUNION
28 55+ BOWLING
30 KIDS NIGHT OUT

OCTOBER

1

55+ DUTCH OVEN 			
BREAKFAST
2 LUNCH IN THE PARK
8 FAMILY MINISTRY AT THE
CORN MAZE
9 55+ FALL TRIP
14 COLLEGE FALL RETREAT

16
18
23
23
28
29

LISTENING ROOM
55+ GAMEDAY
FAMILY DEDICATION
COMMUNION
KIDS NIGHT OUT
TEXAS TECH VS. BAYLOR
(STUDENT MINISTRY)

NOVEMBER

1
4

55+ SCIENCE SPECTRUM
COLLEGE MINISTRY AT 		
THE CORN MAZE
15 55+ GAMEDAY
16 LAST FALL MIDWEEK

17 LAST MOSAIC
24 OFFICES CLOSED FOR 		
THANKSGIVING
27 ONE WORSHIP
30 55+ BOWLING

WELCOME OUR NEW
MEMBERS JOINING IN:
APRIL, MAY, JUNE & JULY

Joined by Baptism or Profession of Faith
Lillian Barrick
Evelyn Barrick
Daniel Davis
Samuel Davis
Tiffany Mote
Carson Spaniel
Blayke Wilkens
Truett Williams
Joined by Letter or Statement of Faith
James Awtrey
Teresa Awtrey
Keith Earnest
Stacie Earnest

Budget • as of JULY 24
Budget Required YTD

$1,428,342.82
Budget Received YTD

$1,549,361.10

Global Impact Missions Goal

$182,450.00

Global Impact Missions Received YTD

$56,671.06

Landmark 2005 Received YTD

$6,961.55

Are you wanting to
become a follower of
christ?
Do you want to learn
more about becoming
a part of our church
family?
Do you have a prayer
request?
Do you need someone to
talk to?

text: flrespond
to 833-571-3475

Connect Magazine
August, September, october, November 2020

First Baptist Church
2201 Broadway
Lubbock, Texas 79401

We’d love to talk
to you today!

